
 

Circles Are Everywhere at Cazenovia Artisans

Copernicus concluded that the Earth itself must be round when he observed that during an eclipse, the Earth's shadow on the moon
was the arc of a perfect circle. Circles are everywhere in nature, from the planets themselves to flowers and drops of dew and trees
and even eyes. The most basic building block of human life, DNA, takes the form of a kind of circle, the intertwining spirals of a
double helix. It should come as no surprise then, that artists of all persuasions are drawn to the circle in one form or another. So, in
the circle of artisans and friends that is Cazenovia Artisans, we all round one another out!

http://www.cazenoviaartisans.com/


Heads are round (more or less), so headbands are round, and here they are arranged in a beautiful mandala of 26 colors!



Sue Ellen Romanowski has given these trees lovely stylized round branches and leaves.



These lovely new ornaments from Mary Gosden are handpainted spirals and circles on round porcelain discs. They are lovely year round!





Big white dots on round black nesting bowls by Leslie Green Guilbault.



Celeste Friend's classic sterling silver chain features round rings in various sizes and textures.



Betsy Sio layers circles on top of circles in these fun and colorful earrings made from upcycled tins.



If you are in the mood for a modern and striking ring, then look no farther than this beautiful piece by Dee Von Hunke.



This painting by Bob Ripley is titled "Encircled". That says it all, don't you think?



Wendy Edwards has always been particularly drawn to circles. She likes the wholeness that they represent. Here is just a small sample of the
circle fabrics that she works in.



Review Us on Google Maps!

Please help us get on the Map! Many of you have enjoyed shopping at Cazenovia Artisans, would you be so kind to take a minute
and leave us a review? We are trying to get more of a presence out there on the web! Thank you! Just click here and scroll down a
little, look to your left, and you can leave us a review.
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